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Fire Chief Report
By:
Thomas R. Wood
CFO, MIFireE

We Lost an EMS Giant
Bernie Tillson (1941-2015)

Bernie Tillson served Boca Raton
Fire Rescue Services for 26.6
years, from November 22, 1971, to
July 20, 1998. Bernie passed away
on January 10, 2015, after a long
battle with cancer. Many of us traveled to Georgia to see Bernie one
last time between December and
January. We held a “Celebration of
Life Reception” on February 7,
2015, to honor his memory. I rode
Rescue 41, along with Bernie Tillson and John Eddinger back in
1974 and 1975, when the unit was
first placed in service. Bernie distinguished his career with everything
EMS; and in honor of that, starting
this year, our annual EMS competition will be called the “Bernie Tillson
Memorial EMS Challenge.” Rest In
Peace.
Condominium Fire
$1,000,000 Loss
We responded to a structure fire on
January 9, 2015, at 4:45PM at 2687
North Ocean Blvd. This is a sevenstory, 52-unit condominium apart-

ment building with a report of smoke
on the 4th floor. The initial investigation was difficult, as the location of
the fire was not apparent. While
some units narrowed down the location to a wall shared by Apartments
401 and 402, other units witnessed
electric meters on the 5th floor popping, sizzling and flashing. The later
investigation determined that a
plumber had installed a new tankless water heater in Apartment 401
earlier in the afternoon, and that was
where the fire within the wall started.
Unfortunately, this same wall area
also served as the electrical distribution hub for at least the 4th and 5th
floors, and the fire heavily damaged
the electric services to the 16 apartment units on those floors. Eventually, a “hot spot” was noted one floor
higher; and the same wall between
Apartments 501 and 502 had to be
opened to fully extinguish the fire.
With the whole building deemed
“unsafe” by the City Building Inspector, electrical power could not be reestablished to any areas, until a full
inspection of the electrical system
could be performed. Fire & Life
Safety estimated the loss at 1 million
dollars. The occupants of the 52
apartments sought other living arrangements, after being escorted
back to each unit to retrieve medicines, valuables and clothing. The
American Red Cross responded and
fed the residents dinner and provided temporary hotel accommodations to many. There was one firefighter injury.

Transformer Fire and 1 Elevator
Rescue during the 5 hours, handled
by the few remaining Boca Raton
Medic Units and mutual aid units.

The rest of the City was very busy
during the primary timeframe
(5:00PM to 10:00PM), as well.
Delray Beach Fire Rescue, Broward
Sheriff’s Office - Fire Rescue, and
Palm Beach County Fire Rescue all
provided mutual aid units. There
were 8 Medical Incidents, 2 Fire
Alarms, 1 Structure Fire, 1

Mike not only continues to enhance
his own education, he also passes
his knowledge along to other firefighters. This can be seen by the
many training classes wherein he
has served as a lead instructor: High
-Rise training in February 2014, RIT
training in April 2014, Acquired
Structure training in September

2014 Firefighter of the Year
Captain Michael Davanzo

Captain Michael Davanzo has been
a Boca Raton Fire Rescue firefighter
for the past 17 years and he has a
tremendous love for the job. In fact,
he loves to constantly learn new
techniques and share the knowledge
he has gained over the years. His
knowledge is only surpassed by his
great personality and calm demeanor.
A commitment to continuing education is essential for effective leadership, and personal and professional
growth, and Mike continues his education by taking many classes on his
own time, including: Fire Behavior,
Alarm and Detection Systems,
Rooming Houses, Apartments and
Hotels, Hood Systems 1 and 2,
NFPA 1, NFPA 1126, Fire Instructor,
PALS and BLS Instructor.
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2014, and Probationary Firefighter
testing in October 2014.
During his career, Mike has received several recognitions, ranging
from accolades for leading the car
fire prop at our Fire Expo, to an Excellence Award for rescuing two
dogs. On November 1, 2013, Truck
4 responded to a vehicle crash at
5100 Congress Ave. While at the
scene of this two-vehicle crash, a
citizen approached Truck 4 and reported that two dogs were locked
inside a vehicle with the windows up
and the vehicle was not running.
Command of the crash scene was
turned over to Medic 4 and the
Truck 4 crew went to investigate the
citizen’s concern. When they arrived, they found a Ford Explorer
locked and not running. They noticed the dogs were not doing well;
they were breathing very erratically.
One of the dogs began to have a
seizure. They could not locate the
owner of the vehicle. Therefore, the
crew forced entry into the vehicle by
breaking a window and brought the
dogs to a cool, shaded area. The
dogs seemed to be getting worse
and there were indications they
were suffering from heat stroke. The
crew was told that Calusa Animal
Hospital was very close to their location. Captain Davanzo decided
quick action was needed, and they
transported the dogs to the animal
hospital with Truck 4. The veterinary
nurses and doctors reported that
the dogs were indeed suffering from
heat stroke, and they were in grave
condition. Following animal hospital
treatment, one dog died and one
dog survived.
Mike also earned an Excellence
Award for this incident: On Saturday, October 18, 2014, at 6:33PM,
both Police and Fire units were dispatched to a structure fire at 601
SW 2nd Avenue. Police units arrived first and located a victim in
need of rescue. The police officers
could not reach the victim due to the
heat and smoke; however, they

were able to give an accurate report
of the victim’s location to the first
arriving fire unit, Engine 2, lead by
Captain Mike Davanzo. Mike and
his crew, equipped with full firefighter protective clothing and
SCBAs, entered the apartment,
found the semi-conscious victim and
brought him outside. The crew of
Medic 2 treated the patient and
transported him to Boca Raton Regional Hospital, where he made a
full recovery. The fire was quickly
extinguished and damage was limited to the bedroom.
For all these reasons, Captain Michael Davanzo was chosen as our
2014 Firefighter of the Year. Congratulations!
Retirement & Promotion
Tom Sova retired on January 30,
2015, after serving as our Equipment Maintenance Specialist in the
Logistics and Support Division for
over 36 years. There was a farewell
party for Tom on Thursday, January
29, 2015, in the 6500 Building Auditorium (see photos on Page 3).
Tom will be missed.

Stepping up to fill the void and take
the promotion is John Patfield.
John joined our staff last year and
has been a quick learner. John was
recognized at the Badge and Award
Ceremony held on February 25th.
Congratulations John!
College Degree – Nate Nichols
In December 2014, Nate was
awarded his Bachelor’s Degree in
Applied Science from South Florida
State College. Nice going, Nate!!!

Excellence Award
Division Chief Norm Engel

On Saturday, January 24, 2015, at
about 10:40AM, Special Operations
Division Chief Norm Engel was
southbound on I-95 in Port Orange,
Florida, in his marked City SUV. He
had just left Fire Rescue East at the
Daytona Beach Convention Center
and was heading home. A single
vehicle ahead of Norm lost control
and crashed near Mile Marker 253.
Norm stopped and rendered aid
while waiting for Florida Highway
Patrol and Port Orange Fire Rescue
to respond. One occupant had died
on impact and one was a “Trauma
Alert.” Norm’s being at the right
place at the right time helped to
save the second victim. This is just
one example of Norm’s “6th sense”
of being near incidents. In 2014,
Norm responded to 184 incidents in
Boca Raton, and in many cases he
was the first on scene.
For all his efforts, on February 25th,
Norm was awarded our Department
Excellence Award, which is inscribed with the Vince Lombardi
quote: “The quality of a person's life
is in direct proportion to their commitment to excellence, regardless of
their chosen field of endeavor.”
Congratulations Norm!
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March
Shannon Frederick
Lenny Marraffino
Chad Kozlowski
James Barry
Mike Francis
Kyle Graham
Donnie West
Aaron Hyde
Daryl Scott
Warren Hunt
Raul Chacon
Joe Brooks
Brian Shapins
Jeff Rupp
Scott Ward
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03/01
03/02
03/05
03/05
03/10
03/18
03/19
03/19
03/21
03/23
03/24
03/25
03/27
03/29
03/30

April
Dave Woodside
Clayton Brannigan
Mitch Greenberg
Eric David
Jose Santana
Marie Marini
Nate Nichols
Scott Brooks
Lance Parks
John Meunier
Chris Schulz
Mike Schmitz
Mike Young
Jim Cuomo
Ryan Gerwig
Aaron Oatley
John Gonzalez
Ryan Cihowiak

04/01
04/01
04/05
04/09
04/09
04/12
04/16
04/17
04/17
04/18
04/22
04/22
04/22
04/23
04/23
04/26
04/27
04/28

May
Neil Duffy
Joseph Gandolfo
Mark Lacho

05/01
05/06
05/08
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Excellence Award
Mickey Maguire & Danny Cadena

Planning for our Annual Fire Rescue Expo at the Town Center Mall
was coming together like clockwork,
until about 8:30AM on Saturday,
January 31, 2015. Our Fire Rescue
crews had operated the fire hydrant
near Chase Bank several times on
January 30th during the set-up process and it worked fine. However,
with an hour and a half to “kick off,”
it was found to be broken. The call
went out to the Utility Services Department for assistance and, within
minutes, a crew arrived and verified
that it was broken. A special call
was made, and Danny Cadena and
Mickey Maguire responded. The
fire hydrant was disassembled; the
parts were delivered; it was repaired, and we didn’t miss a beat…
we were ready for the 10:00AM
start of the Expo.
This was certainly “Outstanding
Customer Service.” For all their
efforts, they were awarded our Department Excellence Award, which
is inscribed with the Vince Lombardi
quote: “The quality of a person's life
is in direct proportion to their commitment to excellence, regardless of
their chosen field of endeavor” on
February 25th.
Congratulations
Danny and Mickey!
Citizen Courage Awards
David Bracknell, Dario Espinosa,
Anil Walia and Jim Weatherbee

On January 20, 2015 (Alarm 2015942),
David
Bracknell,
Dario
Espinosa, Anil Walia and Jim
Weatherbee jumped into action and
performed CPR on a fellow tennis
player who had collapsed on the City
Tennis Courts. Their quick actions
gave the patient his best chance of
survival; in fact, his pulse had returned before he was transported
from the scene. The patient is now
home and doing well.
We appreciate their willingness to
get involved and do the “right thing.”
They were all awarded our “Citizen
Courage Award,” which is inscribed
with the following C.S. Lewis quote:
“Courage is not simply one of the
virtues, but the form of every virtue
at the testing point.” Some were
given the award on February 25th,
while others received it on March
2nd. Congratulations!
Citizen Courage Award
Michael McCue

The following account was relayed
to me by EMS Captain Jason Stout:
On January 30, 2015, at 2:56AM, we
responded to Alarm 2015-1406, reported to be a pickup truck which
had flipped over and was burning
with a trapped victim at I-95 and
Congress Avenue. When we arrived,
Mr. Michael McCue, a bystander,
had pulled the trapped victim from

the wreckage, just as the victim’s
legs started to burn. The patient
had suffered other injuries and wasn’t capable of self-evacuating the
vehicle. If Mr. McCue had not acted
as quickly as he did, the victim
would have suffered much worse
burn injuries, and likely would have
died.
We are thankful for his actions. Mr.
McCue was awarded our “Citizen
Courage Award,” which is inscribed
with the following C.S. Lewis quote:
“Courage is not simply one of the
virtues, but the form of every virtue
at the testing point” on February
25th. Congratulations!
Citizen Courage Award
Roy Savigliano

On February 1, 2015, at 4:15PM we
responded to Alarm 2015-1507,
reported to be a 25-foot boat that
crashed into a seawall on the Intracoastal Waterway near Boca Quay.
Early reports indicated a “bad
crash” with one person seriously
hurt. Mr. Roy Savigliano, a resident
of Boca Quay and a retired Lauderhill Firefighter, jumped into the boat
and was rendering first aid prior to
our arrival. The patient had suffered serious injuries and was
deemed a “trauma alert” by our
crews.
We are thankful for his actions. Mr.
Savigliano was awarded our
“Citizen Courage Award,” which is
inscribed with the following C.S.
Lewis quote: “Courage is not simply one of the virtues, but the form
of every virtue at the testing point”
on February 25th. Congratulations!
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Special Recognition
Kevin Loughney

On February 25, 2015, Kevin
Loughney, a longtime friend of
Boca Raton Fire Rescue Services
was given a plaque in recognition of
his service over the past 36 years.
The plaque read:
“In recognition of your dedicated
service and in appreciation of all the
assistance you provided to Boca
Raton Fire Rescue Services as
Assistant Director of Engineering at
Boca Raton Regional Hospital
February 1979 to October 2000 &
Director of Property Operations at
Boca Raton Resort and Club
October 2000 to January 2015
Your efforts to maintain the fire and
life safety of both properties, over
the past 36 years, is commendable
and well appreciated.
February 25, 2015”

evening the 16th of June, for Father’s
Day, eating at Morton’s Steak House
when someone screamed frantically,
asking if there was a doctor in the
restaurant. When David and his parents looked over in the direction of
the commotion, they noticed a fouryear-old child, who appeared cyanotic and wasn’t breathing. The staff
and managers were standing there
in shock and there was no one intervening at that point. David quickly
went into action, assessed the child
and proceeded to perform abdominal thrusts (Heimlich) until the child
began to cough and breathe on his
own. David then had the staff call
911 to respond to the restaurant to
further evaluate the child. Upon arrival of our units, David calmly carried
the child out to our personnel,
briefed them on the incident, and the
child was transported to West Boca
Medical Center, as a precaution.
His quick thinking, experience and
level of training surely made the difference in the outcome of this call
and he should be recognized for his
actions. Ultimately, David gave the
best gift a father can receive on Father’s Day by saving this child.
Until next time…be safe.
From the last Newsletter
Excellence Award

Rick Becker Memorial Award
David Goodman

On February 25th, David Goodman
was awarded the Rick Becker Memorial Award. David Goodman was
also previously awarded our Citizen
Courage Award for this incident:
Division Chief Norm Engel relayed
the following information: I’d like to
take this opportunity to commend
David Goodman, one of our former
and original Fire Explorers. David
was out with his parents on Sunday

(Fire Inspector Joe Henry and Chief Thomas
Wood) See the Jan-Feb 2015 newsletter for
the full article.

Tuesday
March 17, 2015

March
Ron Devecki
Joe Brooks
Aaron Fix
Patty Van Buskirk
Victoria Osborn
Mike Davanzo
Scott Kovi
Mike Schmitz
Tory Buckman
Matt Grunke
Sean Migone
Matt Tupper
Marcus Cooper
Neil Duffy
Shannon Frederick
Dan Johnson
Arnaldo Rodriguez
Mike Sember
Ryan Kelly
Dorrant Mowatt
Robert Parks
Val Polistena
Richard Rafalski
Scott Hauss
Mark Lacho
Manny Nuno
Jonathan Santana
Steven Wright
April
Ellen Beckman
John Luca
Mike Lucas
Erik Solensten
Mike Sklark
Kim Puchalski
Amy Ross
Shane Leon
John Meunier
Paula Ursini
Jesus Barrera
Evan Gaub
Jon Vought
John Patfield

25
23
23
20
20
17
14
14
11
11
11
11
9
9
9
9
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
5
5
5
5
5
22
22
22
19
18
15
13
10
10
10
6
6
6
1

CONGRATULATIONS!
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Clerical Corner

we need to finalize some reports,
add some legacy documents, and
develop a process to transfer the
material in the station libraries to this
platform.

By Susan Sova
A Message From Marie Marini
(Payroll)
As we get closer to implementing
Telestaff and that ‘magical’ day that
leave slips, Exchange of Time forms
and almost all miscellaneous paper
goes away, please remember that
this is a major change for everyone. Everyone, from the Battalion
Chief’s office to our brave shift personnel to our ‘wee’ payroll lassie,
has to learn a completely new way
of doing everything. It will be quite a
challenge for us all. Let’s try and
remember to be kind and patient
with each other.
“There are no problems we cannot
solve together, and very few that we
can solve by ourselves.”
Lyndon B. Johnson

Operations
By:
Glenn Joseph
Deputy Chief

The beginning of the year is always
a good time to take stock of our
goals and objectives.
Target Solutions / TeleStaff
Some of the successes in 2014 include the rollout of Target Solutions
to manage training and intradepartment communication and
document management. This project is about 90 percent complete –

TeleStaff is still in development – but
we are making progress. Training
for Battalion/Division Chiefs has
been completed and the regular
members will begin training in the
first week of March. The backbone
of these two projects has been Sandra Stevens, as Director of IT, and
Division Chief John Treanor. The
project could not happen without the
tremendous effort of this team.
In 2015, we hope to leverage Target
Solutions and TeleStaff to significantly improve the efficiency in Operations through better communications, a more robust staff management process, and a more flexible
training and document management
process.
Company Surveys & Preplans
The project to deploy company surveys and pre-fire plans to the emergency response units is also well
underway. We had a tremendous
amount of help from Ms. Steven’s
GIS staff – specifically, Sean
McGinn and Tiffany Falk. The project would have been impossible
without their expert technical assistance. Jason Stout and Kevin Sullivan have also been indispensable to
the success of this project.
We expect to improve firefighter
safety by making our company surveys and preplans available in the
emergency response units and a
digital, printable format on the emergency scene. We will also lay out a
plan to revise and update all of the
company surveys in the system and
address the buildings that are not
added to the system. We have a lot
of work to do in 2015 – but we have
outstanding support from the City
and dedicated technical teams to
make it all work.

As always, Be Safe,
Be Competent, Be Professional.

Operations
By:
Daryl Scott
Assistant Chief

It has been a very busy year since
the last newsletter, not only with
calls that will be discussed later in
this newsletter, but with many additional tasks, such as the annual
medical exams for all uniformed
personnel, updating and reissuing
of select SOPs and TAPIRS, and
working with other Palm Beach
County Fire Departments in updating the countywide accountability
SOG and Incident Management
Manual. In addition, the Department will soon be opening the hiring
process.
Exams
The Firefighter/Driver and Battalion/
Division Chiefs’ promotional exams
are fast approaching. The posting
of these exams should be completed sometime in June. All employees who are eligible to take the
exams are encouraged to participate. The exams will not only give
you a better understanding of the
position, but will also assist you in
future exams by learning the testing
process.
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Hydration
It seems as if the cooler weather
has come and gone, so please be
cautious and make certain you stay
hydrated. Along with the hot and
dry weather comes brush fire season. In the past, April has been the
worst month for brush fires in the
City. So be prepared and educated
by staying hydrated and obtaining
more information regarding statewide brush fire activity at the State
Division of Forestry’s website at
www.fl-dof.com.

Lacrosse
Again this year, the Florida “Launch
a Major League Lacrosse Team”
will call the FAU stadium home;
their games take place during the
summer months. The FAU Owls’
football season home opener starts
with the University of Miami on Saturday, September 12th; the last
home game is against Middle Tennessee State on Saturday, November 14th. To close out the college
football year, FAU will host the second annual Boca Raton Bowl.
“Perfection is not attainable, but if
we chase perfection we can catch
excellence.”
-Vince Lombardi
Passover
Friday, April 3, 2015

Administrative
Services

Communications

By:
Michael LaSalle
Assistant Chief

By:
Michelle Murphy
Division Chief

Greetings from the
Administrative Services Division!
Fire Expo
On Saturday, January 31, 2015, we
held our annual Fire Expo at the
Town Center Mall. The weather
could not have been any better. We
had a great turnout, with over 3,000
spectators in attendance, which is
the largest attendance in the history
of our Expo! (See photos on Pages
8 & 9) A post incident analysis (PIA)
was conducted on February 11th to
discuss what we did well and what
we could improve on for next year’s
event. A big “thank you” to all of you
who assisted with our Expo, an excellent community outreach project!
Brunacini Seminars
There is still time to register for the
Alan Brunacini Customer Service
Seminar being held on Tuesday,
March 10th and Wednesday, March
11th. This is an excellent seminar for
ALL of us to recharge our batteries
and understand the true meaning of
customer service in the fire service.
Chief “Bruno” is the “Godfather” of
customer service and has been delivering this seminar for quite some
time now. It is a “must attend” for the
seasoned veteran as well as the
newest firefighter. Class B attire
must be worn and compensatory
time will be given to all who attend.
You may register on Target Solutions for either day (same seminar
both days).
Until next time,
BE SAFE & Professional!

“Top of the morning”
from Communications!
New Telecommunicator
The Communication Division wishes
to welcome Victoria Quarto to the
Dispatch Center. She started last
week and will begin her training
process to become our newest telecommunicator for both Fire and Police Services. The training process
is a year long.
Extended Run Reports
This is another reminder I can’t
stress enough...Each month, I receive a list of runs for review that
exceed either unit turn-out-times
greater than three minutes or unit
response times that exceed twelve
minutes. Please remember to go
enroute and arrival over the radio,
as well as on the computer if there’s
heavy radio traffic. Also, please
advise if responding Code 1 (no
lights-no sirens); this will enable me
to justify response times greater
than twelve minutes.
Remember: Communication is key!

Sunday, April 5, 2015
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(Photos courtesy of Jay Bell.)
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Logistics &
Support
By:
Michael A. Gergora
Assistant Chief
Hello from the
Logistics and Support Division!
We have been extremely busy at
Fire Support. John and Anthony
having been doing a great job keeping our fleet on the road. We are
still trying to fill the mechanic vacancy so that they can receive
some assistance. The annual ladder testing, aerial ladder testing,
hose testing, and pump testing have
all been scheduled over the next
two months. So please be patient
while we rotate apparatus to accomplish all of these goals. The new
Special Events vehicle will be having the custom body fabricated and
painted within the next 90 days.
Our goal is to have it ready for the
upcoming College Football Season.
The bid for the new EMS-style
Nomex pants and jumpsuits has
been issued. Thank you to Tracy
(Purchasing Division) for all of your
help. The selected vendor will be
recommended for City Council approval in April, and we anticipate
having them issued during the
month of May. The SCBA bid is
being finalized and should be issued in March. This is a huge project and will take some coordination
with the delivery, training, and issuance of the next-generation SCOTT
equipment. In addition, Boat 3 has
had its outdated marine electronics
replaced with newer technology
touch-screen equipment and radar.
This will assist greatly with navigation and provide us with the ability
to identify objects in limited visibility
situations. All this equipment will be
transferred to a new boat when it is
purchased.

Other outstanding
Fire Rescue issues:
Apparatus:
Truck 5 is having the aerial wiring
replaced.
Med 2 is scheduled to be delivered from Horton during the 3rd
week of April (fire damage repair).

tion team (Team A) took first place
at Fire Rescue East in Daytona.
The teams then traveled to the EMS
Today conference in Baltimore and
competed in the JEMS Games.
Team B took second place while
team A took fourth. A mere five
points separated us from the first
place team (FDNY).

Equipment:
New F4 ropes have been delivered.
Facilities:
Fire Station 6 – the exterior paint
job has been completed and looks
great.
Fire Stations 5 & 6 have received long new bunkroom furnishings.
Please let me know if you have any
suggestions for improvements to our
equipment, stations, or uniforms;
and stop in my office anytime that
you are at Fire Administration.
Happy St. Patty’s Day!
Wishing all of you
the very best - always!!!

EMS
By:
John Treanor
Division Chief

Team Competitions
Boca Raton Fire Rescue Services
has a long history of performing exceptionally in EMS Competitions.
Our department has won or placed
in the top three in almost all competitions that we have entered for the
last 20 years. I am pleased to say,
this year is starting out on the same
path. In January, our EMS competi-

In addition to competing in EMS
competitions, our department hosts
one as well. This year’s competition
will have a new name; it will be
called the Bernie Tillson Memorial
EMS Challenge. For those who did
not know Assistant Chief Tillson, he
had a very big influence on our current EMS system, both locally and
at the state level. He also valued,
supported, and encouraged EMS
competitions. He will be truly
missed.

Our department has several competition teams that span many different aspects of the fire service. Involvement in these teams brings
more to our city than just trophies. It
brings education, introduction to
state-of-the-art equipment, information on current trends in our profession, and, of course, a sense of
pride. Those of you having an interest in joining these teams, please
seek out current team members and
express your interest.
Equipment Changes
Thanks to several of your suggestions, we will be changing our I.V.
catheters. These new catheters

BOCA FIRE RESCUE
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function and look the same as the
old ones with one exception. This
exception is - they do not let blood
out when the needle is removed;
however, blood will flow whenever
something is connected to the hub
of the catheter. This should allow for
a cleaner and safer procedure, both
for you and for the patient.

Special
Operations
By:
Norm Engel
Division Chief

We used to say the, “the season is
here,” based on our call load and
traffic in the City but I’ve come to
the realization that those days are
over; and the “season” has been
replaced with “really busy” and “off
the hook busy” throughout the year.
The call volume and nature of the
calls have had everyone in this Department on their toes in recent
months. I really don’t need to go
into too much detail other than
…….you know what I’m talking
about!
Natural Gas Emergencies
We have had a rash of natural gas
emergencies recently that have
tested our capabilities and presented some unique challenges.
One of these occurred on December 29th, 2014, in the Mayfair Division of Woodfield Country Club. A
contractor was installing a fiber op-

tic line and ended up piercing a ¾ inch gas line under the driveway of a
residence. As soon as he realized
what happened, he evacuated his
crew. Within a minute or two, the
Natural Gas (NG) found a source of
ignition, and we arrived to find a wall
of flames affecting two homes. Due
to the nature of the leak, the location, and ensuing fire, our units and
Delray Beach’s Haz-Mat Team had
to dig at two remote locations, north
and south of the gas-supplied fire in
an effort to find the line and clamp it.
Suppression units kept both homes
cool with hose streams to absorb the
radiant heat.
A thermal-imaging
camera was used to monitor the
temperature of both homes to ensure the fire was being controlled
effectively and would not turn into a
full blown structure fire. When Florida Public Utility representatives arrived, we had just finished clamping
the lines but the fire was still going
strong. It turned out there was a third
line that was not marked, that was
supplying this fire; and after some
more digging around the corner from
the actual leak, the line was found
and clamped off, which instantly
stopped feeding the fire. Other than
some melted Styrofoam molding and
a wall that required repainting, there
was minimal structural damage.
This was an outstanding effort by all
operational personnel from Boca
and Delray, which kept this incident
from getting out of control.

A few days ago, we had another
incident that critically injured a
worker attempting to fix an active
gas line that was under very high
pressure. Our Haz-Mat personnel,
along with workers from the gas
company, had to overcome a 1 ¼”
line that was leaking NG at approximately 60 psi, three feet under the
ground. As if this wasn’t enough to
deal with, the supply side that was
leaking was barely visible; and the
team had to dig around it so there
would be enough of the pipe sticking out in order to plug or clamp it.
(As a side note, there was so much
dirt being blown out of the hole from
the pressure of the leak that the
vehicles and adjacent parking area
had accumulated almost an inch of
dirt). After a couple of attempts, the
second entry team was able to apply a special clamp used by the gas
company and, ultimately, got the
leak stopped. Once again, a very
challenging call but all personnel
performed flawlessly.
Fire Boat 3 just received another
upgrade of a new GPS/Radar unit
that will certainly enhance our
Search and Rescue capabilities
while responding to vessels in dis-
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tress, boat fires, man overboard
calls and navigating in inclement
weather. The Garmin unit is all
touch-screen and very user-friendly,
which is a great asset when responding to an emergency on the
water, especially if the seas are
rough.
This equipment will be
transferred to a new boat when it is
delivered.

College for ease of credit transfer.
All of these classes have been paid
for by the Department, so let’s take
advantage.
Training
By:
Jeffrey Rupp
Division Chief

Greetings again
from the Training Division!

We will be holding our third Rescue
Boat Operator class the week of
March 9th and that makes a total of
another 36 Boat Operators trained
since November, in an effort to augment our program and ensure we
have a primary and secondary crew
who can operate the Boat 24/7, if
needed.
In closing and a chance to “toot” our
own horn, the Boca/Delray Haz-Mat
Teams underwent a county inspection that scored us on our Administrative Policies and Procedures,
Training Records, Equipment Logs,
Operational Procedures and Equipment Checks. We were found to
have no deficits in any categories
and scored 100 percent in each
area. Thank you to all Station 6 personnel for a great job!!
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Hopefully, everybody enjoyed the
extrication training last month.
Please extend a huge “thank you” to
Captain Oatley for coordinating the
entire two weeks of training. He put
a lot of time and energy into making
this extrication training the best possible experience and, I have heard
nothing but good things about it.
At this point, most -if not all- of us,
have had a demonstration of the
new Sonoblasters. These devices
will be added to the apparatus to
protect crews while working on the
roadways; however, they cannot
protect us unless we use them.

Department training to look forward
to in the next couple of months includes: TeleStaff Familiarization,
hose testing, fitness testing, and
CPR. We are also working on providing an advanced airway class
(for Lt Step-up) and a Hydraulics/
Apparatus classs for FFD step-up.
As always, feel free to contact the
Training and Safety Division if you
have any suggestions for training or
safety issues. We are here for you.
Until next time, be safe!

During the month of March, there
are several maintenance items that
will take the place of formal/
organized training. The “shop” has
scheduled pump, ladder, TNT, and
aerial testing to be completed in
March. This would be a great opportunity to catch up with building surveys, Halogen, and Target Solutions.
Speaking of Target Solutions, please
remember that all employees are
required to sign in every shift. It is
important to enter daily checks and
read memos, among other things. I
have noticed that there are some
personnel taking advantage of the
classes provided on Target Solutions; these classes provide CEU
hours for Inspector and Instructor
training and recertification. They are
also linked to the Florida State Fire

Welcome to the World!!
Jackson Lane Nichols
Born Tuesday, March 3
to Nate & Nancy Nichols

